The Review of Small Size Silver Nanoparticle Neurotoxicity: A Repeat Study
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Abstract

Repeated oral gavages silver nanoparticle colloidal solution ingestion procedures for AgNps neural toxicity have been investigated in Swiss albino mouse fetuses' brain at the ultra-structural (TEM) level by transmission electron microscopy and Nikon bright field microscopy. Transmission electron microscopy probe identified neural toxicity in the brain of mice fetuses in the form of mitochondriad autophagy, dysmorphology & dysfunction of cellular organelles vacuolization of neuronal cell, blood brain barrier inflammation, astrocytic swelling, Gliosis and a well visualized differentiation to the reaction products. Multiple reaction product localization was visible in the form of smaller size silver nano particles (1 to 20 nm range) percolation and perimembrane multiple patchy condensations focuses appeared from inside and outside of neuronal cell membrane. Histologically cell and tissue dysmorphology was observed in the form of unipolar brush cell and lugaro cells degeneration with dysmorphology of corticomedullary layers of cerebrum, cerebellum and hippocampus. In twice, lower dose (0.5 and 1 mg/kg b.w/day) and higher dose (10 and 15 mg/kg b.w/day) small size silver nano particles were found adhered both side of cell membrane, mitochondria and endocytotic vesicle. Neural histochemistry of fetal cortex by Golgi staining procedure showed reduction number of dendrite arborisation and unipolar neuron with basket cells degeneration and dysmorphology. But the intensity of such was found almost low or equal to control in lower dose and high in higher dose and concentration. Small size silver nano particles exhibits more neurotoxic effect comparatively to other metal nanoparticles because of easy penetration and disintegration to BBB.
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Introduction

Tiny silver nano particles (AgNps) (1-20 nm range) those metallic nano particles which bears irregular and spiny surfaces in SEM view are specious for vast utility in human usable households, drugs, hardware and software machinery mechanics and tools because of its exceptionally small size [1-3] also subjected for colloidal synthesis for experiment prior to utility. Also small size silver nano particles (AgNps) offers increased attraction in new research field day by day in this recent scientific world till date and attracts the modern scientists to do tedious research for discovery of new hidden facts, but this metal experimental nano particles possess some negligible bad and negative qualities with addition to high percentages good properties. It shows neurotoxicity in repeated oral ingestion by its damageable nature to brain tissue after successful entry through blood brain barrier. In recent past, several studies have reported neurotoxic effects of small size AgNps on various lower group animals like zebra fish, oysters and medaka brain tissues after transmission electron microscopic and immune histochemistry search into in-vitro of treated tissue's and cell's. Some of the insects CNS also affected of small size silver nanoparticle. Small size silver nano particles because of its effluent nature and contrasting characters have received a dynamic interest and emphasis in past. This type of silver nano particles possesses strong tissue healing and antiviral effect. This metal nano particles of extremely small size in this present situation shows vivid application in cell fragmentation and simplification processes, light reflection and refraction error correction mechanics, vehicles internal software processes, cell line sensor, health, cancer diagnostic and other pathological diseases tests fields [4,5]. Due to these vast applications negative impact on atmosphere arises. Human being and other lower group of animals come across and have an exposure to it in different ways; this unnatural way of pierce through respiratory systems and sense organs evokes various devastative effects on human and other lower group of animal’s central nervous system and off course the environment in an invisible way in ignorance. These tiny particles after entering into respiratory system, ear, nose and throat migrate to blood vessels and from there it moves to brain and spinal cord through micro channels and cause neurotoxic response by releasing neurotoxins. Its irregular and spiny surfaces cause damage to delicate nervous tissue and gross inflammatory sequels [6,7]. Though colloidal silver nano particles exhibited numerous benefits to human being in lower dose and smaller size, the same also arouses disambiguous effects to CNS and other vital systems at higher dose and bigger size and certain specific parameters. In particular, neurotoxic focuses in various neuronal cell complexions based on chemical links with mosaic spread and cluster presentation of the spiny tiny particles in brain tissues [5]. For the successful study of microscopic living element toxogenic histological and ultra-microscopically collected features, genesis of oxygen sensory genus, find out cause for strenuous periodicals due to imbalance of production of free radicals and detoxification process by neutralization of antioxidants and for the elucidation of apoptotic pathway widely utilization of small size silver nanoparticles in colloidal form have been reported very helpful till date [7-9]. AgNps induced toxic response to cell lowers the successful activity of cell membrane transportation of nutrition in vivo in various
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neural cell micro porous channels by causing cellular porous obstruction through the pathway up to mitochondria internal architecture level and auto regulated shrinkage ultimately leads to malnourished condition and death [7,10] and accumulation of debris with abnormal secretion of toxins and oxygen sensory genus [11].

Neuronal nutritional status is maintained by membrane junction and balances proper inter cellular organelles and the membrane junction also links the obstructive agent between micro capillary luminal cells of brain and nervous tunica of eye ball and when this pathway is obstructed by accumulation of tiny silver particles arouses neurogenerative disorders with opthalmic sensory and nervous malnourished conditions [12]. Tiny silver nano particles disturb stability of haemopoietic system and nervous system also hampers conduit between them it also lowers the luminal cell perfusion rate of nutrition by smooth penetration [13]. Tiny AgNPs not only eyes the brain, spinal cords, cranial nerves and ANS but also easily surpasses into the human and lower animals body through external macro porous easily in wide utility regions also produces abnormality in other vital organs [14,15].

Surprisingly, Panyala et al. and their principal associate [16] reported that various vital organs can eliminate AgNPs and tiny Ag ions after a long period because of its prolong plasma half life. They can also produce smooth interference and access of CNS by coming across the haemopoietic and nervous system separation link [17]. Therefore, there is maximum probability CNS abnormality with small size AgNPs exposure. For a matter of fact, Haase et al. [18] reported small size (20 nm) AgNPs treated newly regenerated and miscellaneous artificially grown nerve cell from the mouse cortical region of frontal lobe of brain shows a peak without cell Ca\(^{2+}\) increase followed by a hefty imbalance of production of free radicals and detoxification process by neutralization of antioxidants response. Interestingly in the current year, Xu et al. and their principal associate [19] reported that tiny AgNPs induces within cell toxic response and final exit from life of nerve cell which newly evolved from rat brain cortex through a process which maintain a condition suitable for growth, via modification of cell cytoskeleton components, deviation of system or process from its regular state or path caused by outside influence of Snare and Homer 1 proteins complexes, and disruption of normal function of chondriosome.

Dayem et al. and their head collaborator [20] reported that inconsiderable size AgNPs may boost neuron cell divergence of a specific human derived cell line by peak rise of within cell singlet oxygen evolution. With respect to a semi permeable membrane separating the blood from the cerebrospinal fluid, and constituting a conduit to the passage of cells, particles, and large molecules, its general response towards neural toxicity, this opinion have proved that inconsiderable size silver nanoparticles inject into the erythropoietic system can initiate impingement of normal function of BBB, inflammation of star shaped glial cell of CNS, along with it also cause neuronal cells and tissue degeneration. Anyway, an interpretation that which way inconsiderable size AgNPs can introduce impingement of normal function of BBB and neurotoxicity at the neuron supportive cell level from the outside wall of blood vessels remains unsolved till now. For which, the present study analyses the inter correlation of various small size silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) (1-20 nm) and above mentioned dose with the grade of neurotoxicity to identify the rate of association of inflammatory agents in the diluted brain tissue micro channels penetration capacity via the brain blood vessels. There are certain insulting causes for which malfunction of the BBB along with significant damage executes, also resulted in upraising penetrative sequel in the brain tissue and nerve cells which allows the smooth bypass of inconsiderable micro agents into the brain from capillaries taken as separate entity. Till today, many chronic CNS swelling diseases are involved with affected conduit. Different grade of toxic responses of CNS not dependent upon pathway of injecting small size AgNPs, rate of absorption in body system and exposure time but depends upon rate of damage to CNS. The goal of the current study is to compare in triplicate way the different deleterious effects of small size AgNPs on CNS by Transmission electron microscopy, routine histochemistry and Golgi staining protocol. Past studies reported inconsiderable size AgNPs injected by different route usually translocate and accumulate in CNS which ultimately cause neurotoxicity and other complications [21,22]. Small size silver nano particles executes prolong plasma stay period in long time application within the CNS capillaries in comparison to capillaries of rest organ, so the rate of damages is found more in CNS [23]. Small size AgNPs cause nerve cell lyses, such feature demonstrated during the experiment in hippocampus neurons isolated from brain tissue of rat [24,25]. Liu and colleagues propounded that inconsiderable size AgNPs promote neurotoxicity and imbalance in production of free radicals ultimately leads to programmed cell death [26]. Yin and colleagues propounded imbalance of production of free radicals and detoxification process by neutralization of antioxidants response is main initiator in neurotoxicity where intensity differs [27]. Hussein et al. propounded AgNPs with 15 nm diameter cause upraise in singlet oxygen production [28]. Hence forth we conducted this study through TEM routine histology and Golgi stain approach.

Material and Methods

Small size AgNPs (20 nm) in raw powdered form was purchased from Trimurthy scientific Varanasi India. The AgNPs colloidal suspensions is prepared by Magnetic stirring and cooling method then diluted 1.5 molar NaCl to required final concentrations. The suspensions were characterized by Dynamic light scattering, zeta potential and image-j estimation. The size of individual AgNPs was observed by taking clean photograph and calculated by using TEM (ITRC Lucknow). The size distribution of AgNPs suspended in 1.5 molar NaCl evaluated by Delsa-TM nano Beckmann Coulter machine (ITRC Lucknow). The size distribution of AgNPs suspended in 1.5 molar NaCl, evaluated by Delta-TM nano Beckmann Coulter machine UK. Repeated oral gavages at a dose of 0.5, 1 (lower), 10 and 15 (higher) mg/kg/day silver nanoparticle colloidal solution ingestion procedures for AgNPs neural toxicity have been investigated in pregnant Swiss albino mouse fetuses’ brain at the ultra-structural (TEM) level by transmission electron microscopy and Nikon bright field microscopy. And same thing have been investigated by immunohistochemistry procedure through Golgi staining approach.

Results

Transmission electron microscopy probe identified neural toxicity in the brain of mice fetuses in the form of mitochondrial autophagy, dysmorphology & dysfunction of cellular organelles vacuclization of neuronal cell, blood brain barrier inflammation, astrocytic swelling, Gliosis and a well visualized differentiation to the reaction products. Multiple reaction product localization was visible in the form of small size silver nanoparticles (20 to 100 nm range) percolation and perimembranous multiple patchy condensations focuses appeared from inside and outside of neuronal cell membrane and abnormal morphology of neuronal macrophage. Histologically cell and tissue dysmorphology was observed in the form of unipolar brush cell and lagaro cells degeneration with dysmorphology of corticomedullary layers of cerebrum, cerebellum and hippocampus. In both cases lower dose (0.5 and 1 mg/kg/day) and higher dose (10 and 15 mg/kg/day) reaction products were found accumulated outside and inside of nuclear envelop, rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER) and endocytotic vesicle. Neural histochemistry of fetal cortex by Golgi staining
procedure showed reduction of number of dendrite arborisation and unipolar neuron with basket cells degeneration and dysmorphology. But the intensity of such was found almost low or equal to control in lower dose and high in higher dose and concentration.

Discussion

Small size silver nanoparticles have been significantly utilized in cosmetics, medicine, electronics, and food additives as trademark commercial products. The appropriate dose for this commercial purpose is either low or medium which proves to be beneficiary for world population but higher dose acts as poisonous hood for same. However, the bad effects of this small size metal on mice fetuses’ brain has been studied and reported well but not on human brain. Our study indicates inconsiderable size AgNps cause high grade neurotoxicity. Various research studies have reported that small size AgNps can enter the CNS through blood brain barrier by disrupting the barrier integrity and induce brain oedema and neurotoxicity. After 10 days of repeated gastrointestinal oral gavages exposure of small size colloidal silver 0.5, 1 (lower) mg/kg/b.w. or 10, 15 mg/kg/b.w. In pregnant Swiss Albino mice, Astrocyte swelling was the most significant change observed in delivered fetuses brain after scheduled TEM and Golgi staining approach when compared with double distilled water vehicle control but at lower dose the sign and symptoms observed negotiable whereas at higher dose the same are observed in significant Intensity. TEM exploration is done for intra cellular features whereas Golgi staining exploration is done for gross morphological and histological cell and tissue features at the end correlation has been made. Furthermore, small size AgNps chemically reacted with CNS and their blood supply resulted in over production of oxygen sensory genus and singlet oxygen with inflammatory agents, which upraises blood brain barrier permeability and disrupts barrier integrity. The biological effects of small size AgNps on the blood brain barrier and brain is disruption of integrity and more dilatation of micro porous which cause easy passage of this small size nano metal. Cause of injury to the vital microscopic structures inside brain is irregular, spiny and sharp surfaces of these small nano metals. The above cause provokes neural cell toxic response in a small size AgNps colloidal solution treated blood brain barrier model of fetuses’ brain. In this study, we analyzed triple variety neurotoxicity and its grade by small size AgNps ingestion on observing the ultra-structure and micro structural changes using TEM, routine histology and Golgi stain protocol in treated Swiss Albino mice fetuses’ brain. In the present study we observed mitochondrial autophagy, dysmorphology, dysfunction of cellular organelles vacuolization of neuronal cell (honey comb deformity), blood brain barrier inflammation, astrocytic swelling, Gliosis and a well visualized differentiation to the reaction products. Multiple reaction product localization , percolation and perimembranous multiple patchy condensations focuses from inside and outside of neuronal cell membrane . In both cases lower dose (0.5 and 1 mg/kg/day) and higher dose (10 and 15 mg/kg/day) reaction products were found accumulated outside and inside of nuclear envelop, rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER) and endocytotic vesicle the in TEM exploration, cell and tissue dysmorphology was observed in the form of unipolar brush cell and lugaro cells degeneration with dysmorphology of corticomedullary layers of cerebrum, cerebellum and hippocampus in routine histology approach. We also observed reduction of number of dendrite arborisation and unipolar neuron with basket cells degeneration and dysmorphology in Golgi staining approach in the same dose. In the current study, we developed a TEM, routine histology and Golgi stain triple model treated with small size colloidal nano silver at higher dose and lower dose. The model fetuses’ brain represented more or less same deviated and damaged ultra-structural, histological and morphological features. Previous researches reported supportive Glial cells of CNS directly or indirectly take role in maturation and development of blood brain barrier and these Glial cells such as Astrocytes and other type plays vital role in intactness of endothelium conduit membrane of blood vessels whereas Astrocytes shows higher percentage compare to other type of Glial cells. Furthermore as per previous study reporting, astrocytes decrease the pericellular infiltration of brain nerve inner luminal cells isolated from rat brain tissue. The existing study indicates predominant features of Astrocyte swelling, Gliosis and abnormal accumulation outside and inside of nuclear envelop, rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER) and endocytotic vesicle the in TEM exploration, degeneration and dysmorphology of neurons and atrophic features of grey matter observed through routine histology exploration, Golgi staining demonstrated reduction of number of dendrite arborisation and unipolar neuron with basket cells degeneration and dysmorphology in the triplet presentation of brain tissue. The acquired features from triplet presentation of brain tissue also show similarity to blood brain barrier disruption in vivo. As per previous research commentaries the separation membrane between hematopoietic and nervous system shows good example for neurotoxicity and blood toxicity transfer between the two. The current experiment indicates same small size AgNps treated tissue features by three protocols was utilized to evaluate the hazardous and toxic effects of small size AgNps in fetuses’ brain in vivo after repeated oral gavages ingestion of small size AgNps colloidal suspension to pregnant mice. Past researches indicate swelling and lower activity of neuroglial cells cause BBB damage and nervous ailment. Secondary research is absolutely necessary to find out does tiny AgNps cause depletion activity of neuroglial cells and nerve cell damage or not. Our study report demonstrates significant Chondrosome vacuolation with autophagy and endoplasmic reticulum damage, also tiny silver nano particles accumulation, inside neurons in ultra-structure exploration, this feature so mote indicates that tiny AgNps easily penetrate supportive neuroglial cells and luminal cells and evokes neurotoxicity. Liu ZW, Allaker RP and their principal scientist propounded that inconsiderable size AgNps executes edematous effects after smooth penetration to brain and spinal cord also induces nerve cell toxic response [29]. Our research also shows similarity with past research, our research reports oxygen sensory genus and singlet oxygen generation, proinflammatory effects with programmed cell death are main features of small size AgNps induced toxicity. Xu et al. and their leading head researcher of team demonstrated tiny size AgNps eliminate adequate and in scattered form small silver atom or molecule with a net electric charge where all these surpasses the central nervous system conduit membrane and after crossing it in due course of time severely damages neural cells and supportive neuroglial cells [30,31] also Sharma et al. scientists and their team leader exclaemated that most of the time tiny size silver nano particles plays a different and specific chemistry with the invisible circulatory channels of front brain part also adequately secretes oxygen sensory genus and singlet oxygen along with it shows deep swelling effects while surpassing inside it, it also simultaneously increases the rate of penetration in conduit membrane which differentiates between brain and blood [32]. At the same time some of the past study also suggested neuroglial cells significantly supplies nutrition to the blood brain barrier and brain. These nutritive agents boosts singlet oxygen and free radicals in the brain as they have peak metabolic percentage and high percentage, which stimulates neuroglial cells better active to small size AgNps induced reactive oxygen species and with this their counteract and defense capability is depleted and subjected to swelling and injury.
The chief scientist Sengillo et al. propounded that neuroglial cell reduction and deactivation results in simultaneous conduit membrane destruction and forbids central nervous system ailments [33]. Also researcher Sarkar S and their scientific team propounded tiny size silver nano particles depletes specific protein marker in brain cells, these marker cells are present adhered to inside of chondrioplast also responsible for over production of singlet oxygen and initiates programmed cell death. This experiment is done in Danio Rario. Ultimately the existing research demonstrates, small size AgNps also induced proinflammation and apoptosis sequels in neuronal cells. This statement clarifies the explanation of small size AgNps neurotoxicity. Further research is essential to know which way the neurotoxic episodes are induced by small size AgNPs in neuronal cells of various types which ultimately influences neuron functions [33,34].

**Conclusion**

We established a triple model using TEM, routine histology (H and E) and immunohistochemistry (Golgi staining protocol) after Day 18 in brain of small size AgNps treated Swiss Albino mice fetuses. After 0.5, 1, 10 and 15 mg/kg/b.w. and 20 nm size AgNps colloidal exposure for 10 days, the blood brain barrier accesses ability and penetration rate upraised highly by disruption of integrity and Gliosis features shoot up when analyzed with non treated. Severe mitochondrial autophagy and damage. Endoplasmic Reticulum damage and chondriosome vacuolization were located in neuronal cells. With correlation to the above statement, as per several past studies reporting small size AgNPs significantly decreases the amount of two types of newly discovered genes, which saves neurons from oxidation tension, proinflammation, and apoptosis. AgNPs induced neurotoxicity in CNS by reducing production of free radicals in neuronal cell types. Also as per some past study reporting, small size AgNPs also induced singlet oxygen regeneration, proinflammatory effects, programmed cell death in various neuronal cells. Small size AgNPs significantly suppressed cell’s consumption capacity also suppresses fermentation and simplification process in various neuroglial cells and influence astrocytes dysfunction in brain and spinal cord for which upraise neurotoxicity sequels.
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